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Money Eds Butterfly really should be called Ed's Butterfly. Adding money helps in its description. Perhaps a better name would be bey Money by Ed Origami Battel. The model was created by Ed Halley. You can also see his original text instructions here, or you can see the traditional origami charts here. Instructions for
Eds Butterfly Money Start with a crisp dollar bill with a black side face up. Fold and turn the dollar bill in half. Fold the left side of the dollar bill so that the bottom edge of the paper is aligned with the middle fold made in step 1. Repeat on the right side, except to fold the paper down so the top edge of the paper meets the
middle crease. Turn the model over. Fold the top right corner down. Fold the bottom left corner up. The valley folds a hanging strip of paper and tuck it under the main body of the model. The mountain crease (fold back) to the right side of the model, so that it is behind the left side of the model. Turn a quarter clockwise.
Make a chest (body) butterfly: Mountain crease (fold back), right half behind the left half of the model. Unfold. Make a valley crease that extends from the butterfly's head to the base of the model. The angle of the crease can change, it will change the size of the chest. The convenient endpoint is at the mark of a quarter of
the edge of the dollar bill. Fold the left wing back to the left. Follow the existing crease made in step 6. The valley folded the left wing back to the right. Make the left and right wings symmetrical by joining the tips of the wing (green dots). This is what it looks like. The chest is complete. The next steps will be for the
manufacture of the upper and lower wings. Open the model to resemble a butterfly. Make the lower wings: Mountain fold the right wing behind the left wing. Follow the ridge where the paper overlaps on itself. Expand back to the main shape of the butterfly. Repeat the equivalent mountain fold on the left side. Make the
upper wings: Mountain folds (fold back) the top of the wings. The fold should go from the head of the butterfly to the average height of the wing. The layout of the folds can vary to change the size of the upper and lower wings. Make the lower wings: The valley fold down the lower wings so that the upper wings swing
upwards. Make the crease stretch from the butterfly's head to the medium length of the lower wing. The location of the folds can vary. Money Eds Butterfly is done! Please note that you can change the location of the wing and chest folds. The butterfly on the left was folded at the halfway mark at all stages. The butterfly
on the right was folded so the creases were not quite in the middle. It gives a slightly different look. The butterfly is predominantly green if you start with the black side if the bill is face up. If you start with the green side face up, the butterfly will be black and white with a stain Still quite nice. Nice. The origami dollar
butterfly bill is called a Money Twist Bow tie butterfly because it requires something to tie the two pieces together: something like a twist tie or floral wire. The design was inspired by the photo on this Flickr site, but it's probably a traditional model. He uses two $1 bills and a twist tie. Twist tie is a thin metal, covered with
paper or plastic. It is flexible and is often used to keep bags closed. You can also use a pipe cleaner or rubber band. Everything is flexible and can fasten things together will work. Beginners in the art of folding paper always want to learn how to make money with an origami butterfly or other object. Putting money is fun
and usually makes a lasting impression on friends and family. Using money for origami is a fresh way to stay interested in art form. It provides both the fashion designer and the viewer with an innovative view of origami. It also feels fun and decadent to use money this way, and if you need to use the money, you can
deploy it and spend it anytime you like. People also put together money to use as a gift box decoration, tips for waiters or waitresses, and as a party favors for children. Related articles Money Lei Origami Dollar Bill Origami Hat Dollar Bill Flamingo Training How to Make Money Origami Butterfly Once you have mastered
the basic folds involved in origami and moved on to more complex models, you are probably willing to work with money. Problems of this kind of origami usually stem from limited-sized paper, but there are a large number of resources on the internet that can help you start folding your first butterfly money. Look at the
tutorials and charts below to find the instruction that best suits your skill level. Money Origami Butterfly Charts For many fans of paper folding, diagrams are the best way to learn how to create a model. Each step is presented in linear progression and there are a minimum of distractions on the page. The diagrams
outlined here are all good options for learning how to make money with an origami butterfly. Fluttering Butterfly: Created by Robert Neal, this chart gives the final product, which is somewhat different from most money origami butterflies. With its fluttering wings and three-dimensional shape, this butterfly makes you look
like a master paper folder. Dollar Bill Butterfly: Terry and Kaye Kimpling designed this butterfly to challenge newcomers and deliver an elegant, long-winged final product. The diagram is easy to understand thanks to color coding and different types of strings. Money Butterfly: Michael LaFosse easy to read butterfly charts
features life as illustrations and skewed perspectives that allow the fashion designer to in two dimensions. If you prefer more visual learning style, videos that display the origami work in the process may be the perfect choice as a learning curve. Along with visual signals, signals, have the added benefit of providing audio
instructions to accompany photos displayed on the screen. Consider the solution of some of the videos listed below that are suitable for all levels of folding skill. Lisa Shea Money Butterfly: One of the most popular origami videos on the internet, Lisa provides a clear and easy to understand vocal direction as she
illustrates every step of the process on screen. Money Origami Butterfly: This video shows you how to make money with an origami butterfly from start to finish. The video does not provide vocal instruction, but a text detailing each step appears on the screen. Dollar Origami Butterfly: While this video also lacks vocal
instructions, blocks of text appear between steps to guide you through the process. The video is located at the bottom of the screen after text directions and color photos of the tutorial. More money Origami Resources In addition to the instructions featured in this article, you can learn how to lay money origami through
books from your local library or book seller. To learn more about the art of paper folding, take a look at the origami articles in the list below. Money Lei Origami Dollar Bill Origami How to lay down money Origami Rabbit Sugar and charm DIY shares for making money Origami Butterfly Lei for ending the gift! Celebrate the
alumni by giving them a fun and charming gift! We love this money origami butterfly lei for all those spring prom going on. Such a charming way to congratulate the graduates in your life! Whether in high school or college, graduation should be celebrated, as it is such a great achievement. Bringing lei to the graduation
ceremony has become a kind of tradition and what better gift than to add some money to it in the form of money origami butterflies! Butterflies represent different cycles in life, change and joy ... So perfect for graduates! For this cute Grad idea, we just made some little butterflies and tied them to fresh lei. For each
butterfly you will need 2 bills and a small ribbon... That's it! So easy, but cute and unique. You will need fresh lei with at least six bills to make three butterflies and a small ribbon. How to make money Origami Butterfly Lei - Step by step folded the account in half-length Fold all corners to make two items at each end of the
billMake small folds along, flipping the bill as you once to make an accordion foldFold that bill together in the evening in the center of another bill and fold it in half like a mountain creaseDo same accordion once in this billPut two bills together, matching them in the center and tie with a small tie. Cut the tape to leave small
antennas for the butterfly. Tie the butterfly around the line leiHere is a video showing how to make butterflies What is lei? Lei is a garland or a wreath. freely defined, lei lei a number of objects strung together with the intention to wear. The most popular concept of lei in Hawaiian culture is a wreath of flowers, presented
upon arrival or departure as a symbol of love. Money Origami butterfly money origami butterfly is a symbol of a new beginning, beauty and love of nature! An origami gift money is perfect for someone to get engaged or get married to celebrate their transformation into a new life. Baby showers can be full of butterflies.
Graduate leaves their chrysalis and fly to a new world, (plus a little money won't hurt by helping them on their way ha! The new work works wonders with the money of an origami butterfly as well. Origami of ori, meaning folding and kami, meaning paper (who is changed to gami because of the renta) is the art of paper
folding, which is often associated with Japanese culture. regardless of their culture of origin. It's a really peaceful and creative art form, it's great to get the family involved. It teaches focus and patience. Start simply with shapes such as these butterflies and the patience of the kids will not wear a thin ha! Top tips for
Money Origami Find a quiet and peaceful place for origami that allows you to focus and relax. Make sure you have 2 butterfly bills. Cut the tape to leave two small antennas for the butterfly. You can use pipe cleaners instead of ribbons, for a greater texture. Check out these other great gift gift ideas Creative Gift Ideas
with Stubhub Adorable Caramel Apple Gift Box Charming Bubble Bath Gift Box Tips to create the perfect gift box Easy Dollar Bill Origami Heart Instructables Craft Origami Money Flowers Spruce Craft If you've tried this money Origami Butterfly Lei or any other project on sugar and charm, then please appreciate it and
let me know as it turned out in the comments below!  You can also FOLLOW ME on FACEBOOK, INSTAGRAM and PINTEREST to see more delicious recipes, cocktails, desserts and party ideas! Ideas! money origami butterfly folding instructions. step by step money origami butterfly instructions
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